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Wayne Byrne, OxyMem

Serial entrepreneur, Wayne Byrne is the Managing Director of OxyMem, a UCD spinout now based in 
athlone. Founded in 2013, OxyMem has developed a revolutionary new system which can bring down 
the operating costs of wastewater treatment plants by up to 75 per cent. 

Wayne holds an International executive MBa and a Diploma in advanced Management from UCD. 
In the last 7 years, Wayne Byrne acquired, restructured, and sold a major waste equipment supply 
company, Manvik Group. Manvik had over 80 staff, a turnover in excess of €40M, and had operations 
in the UK and Ireland. 

Seeking more challenges in the clean technology space, Wayne went on to set up Biocore 
environmental and established a significant presence in wastewater sludge management and 
renewable gas generation. 

In april 2010, Wayne successfully became a member of enterprise Ireland’s Business Partners 
Programme. The aim of the programme is to identify, engage and support individuals, with strong 
commercial experience, to capitalise on the rich portfolio of research within the academic sector and 
create export oriented start-up companies. “At the time I was looking to find something to compliment 
my existing company, Biocore Environmental. OxyMem had a long way to go before it was going 
to be marketable. I began working on the project on a part-time basis. In July 2013, OxyMem was 
ready for market, at which point, I decided to step back from Biocore. Today, I am still involved as the 
non-executive Chairman, but wanted to focus my energy full-time on OxyMem.”

While in UCD, OxyMem developed and patented the Membrane aerated Biofilm reactor (MaBr), 
solving energy intensive wastewater treatment. “Conventional wastewater treatment consumes 2-3% 
of a nation’s electricity production. This is due to a reliance on bubble diffusion for treatment plants 
which will typically suffer energy losses of 65%-70% in the process because of the oxygen transfer 
limitations. OxyMem does not have any such limitations. It uses hollow fibre gas permeable membranes 
to support a fixed film eco-system for the biology which allows for direct delivery of oxygen to the 
micro-organisms. OxyMem can achieve 95% oxygen transfer rates, resulting in a fourfold saving on 
energy costs.”

In January 2014, a manufacturing facility in athlone was set up and OxyMem began generating revenue 
the following June. Within a year, the start-up had raised €2 million in funding. Wayne expects that the 
company will continue to expand rapidly over the coming years. OxyMem now employs 42 staff and 
is growing. “By the end of 2015, we aim to be turning over €1 million plus. Our plan in the short term 
is to grow what has been a small production footprint into a larger one. Being able to effectively scale 
production will be key. We decided to establish our facility in Athlone, as there are great resources 
available to us there, including a skilled workforce.”

Wayne credits the support OxyMem has received as a main contributor to the start-ups’ success to 
date. “Enterprise Ireland have been tremendous supporters; providing finance, mentoring and advice 
on market entry. We also have great support from early adopters of our technology, such as Severn 
Trent Water. They have been fundamental in generating awareness of OxyMem and winning new 
customers.”

OxyMem has a strong relationship with Suez International who took an interest in the innovative 
technology in the early stages. The company has now partnered with aqualogy in Spain, which is part 
of the Suez group. 

Over the last eighteen months, OxyMem has received numerous accolades, including Water 
Innovation SMe award in europe and an award for excellence in Intellectual Property. The company 
was announced as the overall Winner of the 2014 Irish Times InterTradeIreland Innovation awards. 

This year, OxyMem was selected as a winner of the emerging Business Category at the SFa Small 
Business awards and won the Imagine H

2O’s Water Infrastructure Challenge in San Francisco, USa. 
“The awards have given us significant international credibility, which has been important for funding 
and in our search for partners. They also stand to us as we begin to look at more international markets 
including North America, Asia and the Middle East.”

www.oxymem.com 


